
GREEN AND BLACKS

Ethically sourced chocolate hampers and gifts perfect for any occasion from Green & Black's - Next day delivery
available.

In the short term, you see, the bean counters win. Kendall pauses. A great shame. Organic meant "chocolate
minus" in those days, and the brand still wore what some described as "hippy" clothes. You think that you
have to sell it. The brand is now striving to topple the mighty Coke. At once improving margins, yes, but
immediately imperilling our advertising and - much more importantly - ripping truth and romance from a
brand in its infancy. How about a campaign for real food instead? Because brands can always take a haircut: a
little trim here, a little trim there. Are we going to be treated the same way as Coke even though we have 60pc
less sugar than Coca-Cola? In a world of what were then called "badge beers" the first wave of fancy bottled
beers from overseas , we figured Rolling Rock could be a winningly authentic, blue collar challenger:
Budweiser minus the nonsense. It was a mistake. Both, as it happens, are industries that the Grosvenor Estate
has been investing in â€” Kendall is a trustee for the real estate giant. But when it came to marketing the brand
to the public, people were actually turned off by its health-conscious roots. Cawston Press, which makes a
rhubarb soda, needs some sugar to offset the tartness of the fruit. His only stint working for someone else was
back in the eighties, when he had a job in the City. Entrepreneurs are under huge pressure to sell their
businesses, he explains, because this is seen as the ultimate measure of success. You build these brands up and
pour all the money you make straight back in. His attempts to turn around the ailing Royal florist Moyses
Stevens were unsuccessful. But we will have to wait and see. It is not the first consumer packaged goods giant
to commit brand hari kari and nor will it be the last: reduced cost of goods can be banked immediately;
diminished brand equity is a problem that can be left for future generations to deal with. Half a century old and
only ever brewed in the "glass-lined tanks of Old Latrobe" in Pennsylvania. Job done. They would have been
squashed by the distributors. Swiss chocolatiers were now unashamedly its competitive set, not other ethical
brands. From Old Latrobe to Sunderland Until, that is, the decision was taken by the then brand-owners to
switch brewing from the glass-lined tanks of Old Latrobeâ€¦ to the Vaux brewery in Sunderland. I would like
to. Our shareholders were happy to stay shareholders. A proudly pioneering organic chocolate bar that
happened to taste great if you could a find it and b overcome your various prejudices. But will he follow his
own advice and hang on to the brand long term? The farm boasts 3, hens producing organic eggs, which have
become a best-seller in the local Saxmundham Waitrose, despite being the most expensive. They pushed it
into America and went in so hard that the brand pretty much died out there. We would have grown it
organically and just kept pushing little by little. Those brilliant brand guardians Pearlfisher nailed a look and
feel that has served the brand exceptionally well over the years. Kendall is now onto his third project, juice
and sparkling soft drink brand Cawston Press , and all eyes are on him to see if he can turn the start-up into a
household name. But this business is tougher than the ones that came before, admits Kendall. Kendall and his
team picked it up after the recession, when food prices surged and margins were thin. Why did you sell it? I
can say that now that Cadbury has pretty much disappeared, bought out by Kraft and now Mondalez. Did you
get ill? The chronic short-termism of corporations, especially listed companies, is a major failing of
capitalism, he says. Just look at Volkswagen. The two top tips are: ask customers what they want rather than
presuming you know, and create a social or political movement.


